TFD – HOUSE RULES
With your attendance at the “Thüringer Furdance” (short: TFD) and your signature you accept the
below-mentioned house rules. Those, who not follow these rules can be suspended and might have to
deal with further consequences.
1. You have to 18 years old to participate in the TFD. To prove your age, we will also ask you to show us
your ID card (or another official pass to check your age).
2. A refund of your admission charge is not possible! Try to find a substitute when needed.
3. Smoking in the building is strictly forbidden. Outside is an area for smoking. Please be especial treat
Fursuiter with respect.
4. Taking or selling drugs will lead to excision immediately.
5. We desire a polite, civilized intercourse. No beatings or pretending.
6. Do not damage foreign or on-site property. Should something nevertheless unintentionally break, please
contact the security or staff – that leads to the fastest clarification.
7. If you detect heavier soiling or missing consumables on the toilets, please contact the caretaker, the
security or the staff. We take care of this.
8. We ask for low volume around the building. Do not anger the residents.
9. Only dispose waste in the designated waste container. (Garbage bags, public garbage baskets)
10. Return drinking glasses and bottles to the bar. (When from there)
11. Climbing games on and in the building are a no go.
12. Entering locked areas is prohibited. (Sign: „Staff Only! “)
13. In accordance with §1 paragraph 2 of the German firearms law it’s prohibited to bringing weapons of
any kind. LARP kind weapons must be picked up at the entrance.
14. Wear the TFD-badge visible all times.
15. It’s not allowed to excessive display sexual behavior or wearing fetish clothing in public.
16. The Fursuit Lounge is a retreat for fursuiters. Only Fursuiters, maybe a helper, the security and the staff
are allowed in here.
17. The team of the TFD is not liable for damage to clothing or Fursuits caused by emergency measures.
Life above material damage.
18. Attention is invited that we shoot photos and record videos.
19. The TFD-team fully reserves all right to video and photo material collected at the event.
20. Photography and filming during the auction is not allowed.
21. You have to obey the instructions of the organizers and security.
22. We assume no liability for equipment (cameras for example) damaged by show-laser. Note the signs on
site.
23. The laser area is expressly marked and cannot be reached under normal circumstances. Penetration into
this area, e.g. by excessive jumping into the air can be hazardous to health and is at your own risk.
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